ඳ೩ϣ Bodhi Field
່ॣࠩࢍਢᙑڇୌ㠪Δࠡ࣠
ਢૹᓤچٵᑌऱᙑࠃΖຍਢ
รᓰΖ!
ڇݺຍᢰᖂࠩԫଡ່Օऱ
ᓰ࿓Δ༉ਢᖂ৻Ꮦᑌ౨ജኙ۞
աޓს༟ԫរΖڂψ࣠ڕլფ
۞աΔ༉ڶᙄऄװფܑԳΙڕ
࣠ኙ۞ալს༟Δ༉ڶᙄऄኙ
ܑԳს༟Ζωࢬڶڇאᙑᎄऱچ
ֱΔ۞աৰᐈৰᠾऱ़ၴΙ
܀ਢԾࣄ۰۞ա૿ऱֱچΔړ
ቝᖞଡࡎسຟࠉᔾထ،ԫᑌΖ
ՂԳᎅΚψጐ۞܃ա່Օ
ऱܘԺΖωױਢᅝழڶࠀݺৰ
ጐԺΔڂჟᡴΔࢢݺ؈ඓΙࢬ
אছԫޡΔಯ৵ࠟޡΔݺ༉
ڇᑇ㠪Ζݺवሐ۞ալਢԫଡ
ৰݙભऱԳΙࠡኔΔݺଚޢԫଡ
ԳຟլਢݙભऱΖ܀ਢڇᆣৄΔ
ڂޢԫଡԳຟڇቫᇢထګԫ
ଡ່ړऱԳΖՈ༉ڂڼڕΔݺ
ଚࠡኔ٤ຝຟਢৰړऱԳѧѧլ
ਢڂತ༄ࢨढᔆՂऱᖑڶΖ܀
ਢڶᣂ࣍ݺଚփڇऱ౨ၦΔᨃݺ
ଚ᧢ޢګԫଡԳຟਢړԳΖࢬא
ޢڇԫଡԳऱ֨խΔຟڶԫଡೂ
ೂ࿇ॽऱྤᏝհᣪΔ߷༉ਢݺଚ
ऱર֨Εറ֨ΕྤߏΕݕႉΕխ
ሐΕᣭΕს༟Δݺ֗אଚ౨ജ
ଥሐऱ౨ԺΖࢬݺאڇ༉լച
ထ࣍ਝࡳૠቤΔਢႉထڂᒴ۞
ྥ۩ࠃΖ
ݺᄎڇނຍ㠪ࢬᖂࠩऱפᓰ
ຟࠩ؆૿ऱΔݦඨ۞աս
ᇿထࠐᒭΔࠐᖂΔࠐଥ۩Ζ
ݦඨڶԫ֚Δݺᝫ౨ജࠐڃຍ
㠪Δ۰ՆԫរΔ౨ജᇿޢԫࠐۯ
ᖂΖ
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The Golden Radiance of
the Buddhist Lecture Hall
BY BHIKSHUNI JIN RUN
CHINESE TRANSLATED BY EDITORIAL STAFF
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PPն࠹ݺڣԱࠠߩݹ৵Δ
༉װԱଉཽऱ۵ඒᝑ
ഘሐΖ۵ඒᝑഘਢՂԳᠦၲխ
ഏ৵مګऱΔمګՕપڶքԼڣ
ᖵԱΔՂװৰࡉ۔ײ๗ᣤΔ
ቝԫၴ՛໑ढ塢ΔᛥՂထՂԳ
ڣ᎘ழଢऱᅃׂࡉဠႆࡸࡉ۔ऱ
ᅃׂΖ
ሐཋ࿇ထԫጟৰլ༈ൄ
ऱࣷΔܑਢڶԫ༇ᒱߋഏ׆
ࡉՂԳᒴΔدشऱᤩ૫؍ۋ
۵ቝΖᅝ܃ԫၞԵ۵ඒᝑഘ༉౨
ߠխၴऱᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ڇኙ܃პ
ూΔڇ۵ቝࠟலਢଁ༇֚ဆ
៳Ε៴ۺᆣฒဆ៳ऱᆣቝΔ۵ோ

I

was transferred to the Buddhist
Lecture Hall in Hong Kong in 2005
after my ordination. The temple was
established in Hong Kong after the
Venerable Master arrived from China.
It has been in existence for nearly 60
years. It looks antiquated and adorned
like a small museum. A photo of
Venerable Master Hua at a young age
hangs on the wall next to Elder Master
Xu Yun.
The atmosphere is very unusual
here, probably due to a jade image of
Shakyamuni Buddha that the king of
Burma gave to the Venerable Master.
In the middle you see the Buddha
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Ղٵழࠎ࡚Աᚦ೬ဆ៳ᆣቝࡉᨠଃဆ៳ᆣቝΖ
ڶԫۯऄஃᎅຍ༇ᚦ೬ဆ៳ᆣቝਢײᇀΔ
ڇڇբᆖބլࠩຍᑌऱᆣቝԱΙᚦ೬ဆ៳ᆣ
ቝՂऱ८բᆖๅᆵԱΔݦඨ౨ބԫଡԳᝳ८Ζ
ױਢΔބݺլࠩԳ౨ᝳ८ΔࠐބऱԳຟݺ္ܫ
ྤऄᑮ堸ຍ༇ဆ៳ቝΔڂᔆچլઌٵΖ
ԲPPքڣԶִΔݺଚૹᄅᖞଥΔృࠧԱᖞ
ଡᝑഘΖᨃ़ၴՕԫࠄΔऄᄎऱழଢ୲אױ
ڍޓԳΔࡺՓଚৰၲ֨Ζ
༉ਢ߷ڇଡழଢΔڶԳڶݺ္ܫԫۯൕ
խഏࠐऱᝳ८ஃແΔהམᆖڇსᘋڝᑮ堸መ۵
ቝ८ߪΖ߷ᝳۯ८ஃແਢۯৰړऱ୮Δႄ
ઃהאऱ܂ዊΔլመڶ࣠ګழଢᝫஃ
ແᅝ֚ऱ֨ൣۖࡳΖؚݺԱሽᇩהΔה༉ࠐ
ԱΖהԱԫՀᚦ೬ဆ៳ᆣቝ৵Δᎅאױה
ᆣቝᑮ堸Ζהᝫݺ္ܫᚨᇠᤩނ૫؍ۋ۵ቝΔ
ԫଡኧࢍऱ堚Δྥ৵ᝳ८Ζ
ݺᔾ२۵ቝԫΔటڶৰۊڍቺΔ۵ቝ
Ղऱ८բᆖᘞۥΖהᎅה࿇֨۵ቝᝳ८Δ
֭הבԫរ၇८ۥᠱறऱᙒࡉ༓ଡ՛ழऱ
ՠᇷΔܑऱהຟᆠ೭ࣚ೭Ζࡉݺ۵ඒᝑഘऱ۔
ࡺՓଚၲԱᄎΔהଚ༼ࠩΔ۞ൕᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ቝ
ၞԵ۵ඒᝑഘࠐאΔൕࠐຟڶᓮԳ۵ቝᝳ
८ΖࡺࠄڶՓ୭ࢢᔮ८ஃແᝳԱ८հ৵Δᤩ૫
؍ۋ۵ቝᄎ᧢ࡉאছլԫᑌԱΖฒࢬࡌवΔ
ޢԫଡࠐ۵ඒᝑഘऱԳຟवሐຍ༇۵ቝڶထॺ
ൄ๗ᣤऱპూࡉ؆।Δຍਢܑڇऱڝᐔ৻Ꮦބ
ՈބլࠩऱΖΰܑ࣠ڕऱڝᐔڶઌٵऱد۵ቝ
ऱᇩΖαݺଚຍ㠪່ڶཧऱ۵ቝΜ
ݺᚘԺৰՕΔॾאױٚຍᝳۯ८ஃແႯΛ
ނהڇ۵ቝՂऱ८٤ੑԱΔ౨٦ૹᄅՂࡉ
ڇ۵ቝԫᑓԫᑌาᒯऱᒵයႯΛה࣠ڕլ౨
ګݙՠ܂Δߠመ๗ᣤ؆।ऱᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ቝऱ
ԳຟᄎլᘋΖ
ࡉݺ၆ऄஃᎅԱԫՀᣂ࣍۵ቝᝳ८ऱ
ࠃΔڔᎅ౨অ塄۵ቝਢٙࠃړΖᝳ८ஃແݺ
Աԫࠄהᨠଃڝऱԫࠄ܂Ζ؆Δה
ऱ܂ڇᨠଃڝΰଉֺཽለՕऱڝᐔΔڇՕᚡ
՞ՂΔᠦსᘋڝৰ२Ζα࠹ࠩԱڍऱړေΖ
່৵Δٵݺრᨃהᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ቝᝳ८Ζழၴ
ৰጹ૰Δڂ್Ղࠩ௮۵ᆏԱΖݺ္ܫהԿ
֚༉౨ജګݙ۵ቝᝳ८ΔݺଚຟլཊઌॾΔ
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smiling at you as soon
as you enter the Lecture
Hall. Next to the
Shakyamuni Buddha
image are holy images of
Weituo Bodhisattva and
Sangharama-Guarding
Bodhisattva. Maitreya
Bodhisattva
and
Guanyin Bodhisattva
images are to the side.
One
Dharma
Master said that the
Maitreya Bodhisattva
image is an antique
image that cannot be
found nowadays. The
gold on this image
had begun to peel and we hoped to find someone to touch it up.
However, I could not find anyone. Most people tell me that they
cannot refinish this Bodhisattva image because of differences in the
quality of the material.
In August of 2006, we remodeled and repainted the entire
lecture hall so it would appear bigger and accommodate more
people. The laypeople were really happy after everything was
done.
At about that time, someone told me that a master gilder from
China had gilded some of Cixing Monastery’s images before. I was
told that the man is a good artist and employers are quite proud
of his work. But sometimes the final product is ultimately based
on his mood that day. I didn’t know this person. However, I called
and he came. He looked at the Maitreya Bodhisattva statue and
said that he could do it. Also, he told me that we should do a deep
cleaning of and retouch the gold on Shaykamuni Buddha.
I took a close look and the Buddha image really was dirty. The
gold was worn out. He said he would like to do this Buddha. At
first I thought he wanted to make some money; but he told me
that I would only have to pay him a minimum amount, enough to
buy the gold and some of his working hours. The rest of the work
would be voluntary. I had a meeting with the elder laity and learned
that since Shakyamuni Buddha came to the Buddhist Lecture Hall,
no one had gilded it. Some were afraid that once this statue was
gilded, it would be different. Every visitor to the Buddhist Lecture
Hall knows that the smile and appearance of this Buddha image are
quite adorned. I have not seen something like this in other temples,
assuming they had a jade Buddha image at all. We have the best
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ࢬא༉ԱהԮ֚ऱழၴΔ܀ਢהటऱڇԿ֚
փګݙԱΔ֜חԳ᧫ԱΜ
߷ڇழၴ㠪Δݺტ࠹ࠩൕآሖࠩመऱᚘ
ԺΔᅝྥᝳ८ᝳऱؓᄶਢٙৰլ୲࣐ऱࠃΖ
ຍ༇۵ቝݺଚլ܀٤ߪᝳ८Δۖ֍೬נ
ڶาᒯऱᒵයΔؘהႊॺڶൄ㠮ᑵࡉᨋ؏
ऱ֫ᢌΖהݺ္ܫהൕڇآٚ۶ᖂீ㠪ᖂመભ
Δ܀ቹ᧢ګԱהऱᄐΔբڶৰีڣڍᗨ
ᆖ᧭Ζಖݺऱԫۯભ۔ஃམᆖᎅΔ࣠ڕԫ
ଡԳൕࠐڶՂመٚ۶ऱભᓰ࿓Δႛႛਢڇ
ኔᔌխีᗨᆖ᧭Δڶԫଡᚩቹ؏ݾऱԳ
ඒᖄԫՀΔ್הՂ༉ࣔػԱΖࢬאΔݺஞה
Աנݺڇ୮հছࢬऱ܂Ζ
۵ቝ݄ڇ۵㛦㠪ΰࡉ८՞ڝऱԫᑌαΔݺ
ଚԫದஞՀԱਮڇ۵㛦ছऱੲᑿΔ߷ੲᑿԾՕ
ԾૹΖᝳ८ஃແشԱൎԺΔੑװԱ۵ቝՂࢬ
ڶऱۊቺѧѧ۵ቝՂऱۘںΕณᅪΕᏗΕᏯ
֣Δհ৵ࢬڶऱᒵයຟ؈ԱΖהڇ堚ੑ۵ቝ
հছΔࣁݺԱৰڍᅃׂΔຍᑌԫࠐה༉ࠉאױ
ᅃᅃׂ֍೬ٵנᑌऱᒵයΖ߷֚ඡՂΔݺᕩီ
ထ堚ੑݙऱ۵ቝՆΔტ࠹ࠩ۵ڇኙݺၲ֨چ
პూΔຍጟტᤚྤऄߢشࠐ୲ݮΖ
ሶ֚ΔࠐהԱא৵༉ၲࡨ۵ቝऱᜭຝΖ
ה္ܫݺլףٚ۶؆ऱࣟ۫Δڂݺଚ
ᦟࡉאছԫᑌऱ១Ζݺהݺհছࣁऱ
ᅃׂΔהႛႛԱԫڻΔ༉౨٤ຝಖ۰Ζ֍ה
೬נԱᄕړऱณᅪΕᏯ֣Εۘ֗אںᏗऱᒵ

Buddha statue.
I was feeling the pressure and wondered
if I could trust this person. Would he be
able to retrace the same intricate lines on
the Buddha image after all the gold was
washed off? If he did a poor job, people
who have seen the adorned appearance of
this Shakyamuni Buddha statue would be
upset.
I talked to Dharma Master Gwei about
the case. She said it is good to preserve the
Buddha image. The master gilder showed
me some pictures of his work in the past,
such as his work at Guanyin Monastery
(one of the larger monasteries on Lantau
Island and quite close to Cixing Monastery).
He received a lot of good feedback for his
project there. Finally, I agreed because we had a tight schedule, as
the Buddha’s Birthday was coming up. He told me that he could do
it in three days. We did not believe him and gave him seven days.
But he did indeed finish the job in three days. Amazing!
During that time, I experienced unprecedented pressure. It is
not easy to ensure a smooth finish to the gilded gold. Not only are
we gilding the entire image in gold, but we have to draw out its
original lines of detail. He must be skilled with his hands. He told me
he had never studied art in any school, though he nevertheless got a
job as a painter. He spent many years building up his experience.
I remember my art teacher told me how someone who never took
an art class but merely painted based on experience could pick up
certain skills if someone with that knowledge pointed them out.
Hence, I showed him some of the art work that I had done before
I left home.
The Buddha image is seated in a glass encasement similar to
the one at Gold Mountain Monastery. Together we took down
the glass pane in front. It was huge and heavy. The gilder washed
the Buddha with a very strong liquid, rinsing away all the dust
on the image. However, all traces of the ears, eyes, nose, mouth
disappeared too. Before he did the washing, I took many pictures
of the Buddha to be sure that he could create the same lines later.
That night I stared at the cleansed Buddha image for long while. I
felt as if the Buddha were smiling happily at me -- a feeling I could
hardly express!
He came the next day and started doing the Buddha’s face.
I showed him the picture I took. He just looked at it once and
remembered everything. Even the Buddha’s robe and its lines
of décor were exactly the same as before. I told him not to add
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යΔॺൄऱ壄าΖܑਢᏯຝΔشהԱᔞၦऱ
ᠱறΖ۵ߪऱৰړΔॺൄาᒯΔ۪ऱक़ె
ՈࡉאছԫᑓԫᑌΖৰࢉሎऱਢΔڇה
۵ቝᝳ८ऱ༓֚Δ֨ൣຟৰړΔۖݺՈԫऴ
ထᄛᣤࡃΖ
ݙהՠհ৵ΔՕ୮ຟྤֺऱᘋΔྥ
৵ނה۵㛦ছऱՕੲᑿԾ࣋Ղװঅᥨ۵ቝΖה
᠏ݺٻᎅΚψݺվ֚ڶߠࠐהΔչᏖ
ࡋΛωݺ༉ംהᎅऱψהωਐऱਢᓴΖהਐԱ
ਐՂԳऱᅃׂΖঁݺംΚψՂԳຍ༓֚ຟڇຍ
㠪Ⴏ@ωהររᙰΖᦫԱא৵ΔݺტࠩৰᘋՈ
ৰ᎘ᠾΔՂԳᝳڇ८ஃແᝳ८ཚၴΔԫऴڇᚥ
ݺܗଚΖ۵ቝᝳ८ਢڇԲPPԮڣնִګݙऱΔ
௮۵ᆏ߷֚ՕપڶԫۍԮԼԳڇ॰Ցඈၷ௮
۵Ζ
ฒࢬࡌवΔ۵ඒᝑഘڶයႽਪՂ૿ࠥ
ထஃ׀ՂԳᐊऱ℘ቈΔឈྥݺଚբᆖ℘ڇቈჁ
ՂԱ८ۥऱᠱறΔ܀ਢ℘ቈᝫਢլ֜堚ཐΖᔮ
८ஃແԾૠ℘ڇቈՂᝳՂ८Ζݺଚٵრ
הൕխഏள۩ࠐڃհ৵ΰԲPPԮڣքִα٦ၲ
ࡨΖຍڻक़ԱԫଡਣཚऱழၴګݙԱයႽ
ਪΔהჁԱৰڍᐋऱ᧯Ᏼᠱறࡉ८ۥᠱ
றΖᅝګݙהຍයႽਪΔᖞଡᝑഘՂޓװ
๗ᣤΔࡉאছլ֜ԫᑌԱΔ८ۥរॽԱᝑഘΖ
؏إรԲ֚༉ਢஃ׀ՂԳԵ௳ધֲ࢚Δݺଚ
ႚࠎΔ߷֚Գ՞Գ௧Δԫࠄݬ۔ࠩ۵ඒᝑ
ഘڼڕऱ๗ᣤტࠩॺൄᘋΖࠩהଚᘋΔ
ݺՈৰၲ֨౨ፖהଚԫದ։ࠆΖ!!
ቝπဎᣤᆖρՂࢬᎅऱΔ۵ဆ៳ऱ୰ᄥΔ
ૹૹڶԾૹૹऱᑔᎹΙڇ۵ඒᝑഘՂװ༉
ቝ۵ऱ୰ᄥΖڶԫڻΔڶԫۯᖂࠐسףᚦॲ
ᆣᓭऄᄎΔᅝ֑ݙپהស৵Δݺ္ܫࠐהଚΔ
ᅝࣉࠎ֑ڇהದᙰᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ऱழଢΔה
ߠ۵ቝڇ࿇٠Δ۵݄ڇԫଡॺൄࣔॽऱ୰ᄥ
խΔॺൄऱ๗ᣤΖᆖመຍ྾ᝳ८ऱՠ܂Δ᧯ݺ
ᄎࠩڇሐట֨ᥨΔ۵ဆ៳ࡉஃ׀ՂԳຟᄎ
ᚥݺܗଚሒګᣋඨΖ
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anything extra. We like it simple, the way it was before. He did
a very wonderful job on the eyes, mouth, ears and nose. Very
fine, especially the mouth. One drop more or less of paint makes
a big difference in Buddha images. He did a very good job on
the Buddha’s body (very fine detail). Fortunately, he was in a good
mood those few days; while I just kept reciting the Shurangama
Mantra.
We were all so happy when he finished. After he placed the huge
glass pane back in its place to cover the Buddha image, he turned
to me and asked: “I didn’t see him today, how come?” I asked him
who this “he” was. He pointed to the Venerable Master’s picture.
“Was he here these few days?” I inquired. He nodded. Knowing
that, I was happy and relieved that the Master was helping us all
along. The Buddha image was refinished in May 2007. For the
Bathing the Buddha ceremony, about 170 people lined up at the
door.
As we all know, the Buddhist Lecture Hall has four columns
carved with verses composed by the Master. Although the verses
were painted in gold, they were still not too clear. The gilder also
proposed to gild the verses. We agreed for him to do this in June
2007, after his trip to China. This time it took him a week to do
these four columns. Many layers of liquid and gold were sprayed
on. After he finished the columns, the whole lecture hall looked
so adorned, totally different from before. The place was lit up
with gold. Coincidentally the day after the job was done, it was
the Master’s memorial commemoration. We offered 108 dishes in
Hong Kong. The place was packed. Some of the longtime disciples
were really glad to see the Buddhist Lecture Hall so adorned. I was
happy that they were happy. At least I was able to share and give
something to them.
Then it dawned on me that the place was really like a description
in the Flower Adornment Sutra which mentions: “The Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas’ palace is full of unlimited pavilions.” It looks like a
Buddha Palace.
One time, one of the Sunday school students joined us for our
Amitabha Buddha’s Birthday celebration. After he finished lunch,
he told us that during meal ceremony, he looked up at Shakyamuni
Buddha and saw the Buddha emit light while sitting in a very bright
palace. It is very adorned.
The project taught me that no matter how difficult the work, if
we put in effort, Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and the Venerable Master
will help us accomplish our goal.

